We are living in an information age, where our culture is driven by time. Almost everything in our lives revolves around time. School classes starting and ending on time; getting to business meetings and completing deadlines on time; employees punching in & out of work on time; hospital record keeping and administering of medications on time. Airplanes, trains, and buses, all needing to be on time. The lists goes on and on.

Accurate, reliable time that can be applied consistently throughout a facility is essential to the day-to-day operations in education, healthcare, commerce, manufacturing, financial and transportation markets. As a result of the importance and priority our society places on correct time, it’s not surprising that the need and reliance on synchronized time, has become so prevalent. Therefore, wherever it is important and necessary to have a clock, we recommend installing a wireless synchronized time system. The KRONOsync Clock System from Innovation Wireless should become the standard of correct time for your facility.
Industrial/Manufacturing

Your facility's ability to function orderly and efficiently, keeping all equipment and machinery working together and systematically, is critical to maintain peak operational effectiveness. You pride yourself on successfully managing large facilities, sometimes multiple buildings, while still being able to produce products and complete orders on time and on budget. Accomplishing this can be a difficult task if the method of time used within your plant is inaccurate and unreliable.

The KRONOsync Wireless Synchronized Time System will help.

See How:

• Manufacturing processes and activities are performed accurately and timely
• Greater operational productivity and efficiency
• Employees arrival and departure times are accurate
• No more being late from breaks
• Time & money saved on reduced/eliminated clock maintenance

Commercial/Business

Businesses must operate efficiently. Today more than ever, the corporate workplace must function in an orderly and systematic manner to have a positive impact on the bottom line. Time really is money. The absence of reliable, correct time can cause multiple breakdowns in the office setting. Employees coming to work late and leaving early, meetings and appointments delayed, and scheduling conflicts, all can adversely impact company productivity.

The KRONOsync Wireless Synchronized Time System will get your business back on track.

See How:

• Operational efficiency
• Enhanced employee productivity
• Improved coordination of time and events at multiple locations within facility
• Consistency between wall clocks and computer time

Government

It has become a daunting task for government workers to keep up with continually increased responsibilities. In addition, there never seems to be enough resources. Productivity and employee morale are critical to meet world wide security needs, as well as everyday performance standards. The key towards achieving these goals is a reliable global time source through the use of accurate, synchronized clocks.

The KRONOsync Wireless Synchronized Time System should become your facilities standard of time.

See How:

• Reduce costs by improved productivity and efficient operations
• Ensures employee punctuality
• Synchronized time throughout all buildings
• Clocks coordinate with computer time
• Maintenance/repair costs eliminated
K-12 Schools

Schools face increasing demand for improving how students learn and how administrators can afford new technology that contributes to such improvement. Learning, scheduling and time management go hand in hand. Accurate, synchronized, wireless clocks throughout your school can play a vital role in meeting these needs. Teaching will be more productive and classes more orderly when students move to and from classrooms on time. No more excuses “the clocks were wrong” or different. Administrators having the peace of mind knowing that each facility is running efficiently. Custodial and Janitorial personnel no longer need to spend unnecessary time and money on continual repair and replacement of old failed or failing hard wired systems.

The KRONOsync Wireless Synchronized Time System will accomplish all this and more.

See how:

• Improve teaching effectiveness with students on time for class
• Eliminate confusion and disruptions, focusing on more efficient learning
• Create order by having class change bells in-sync with clocks
• Reduced maintenance for custodial staff

Healthcare

Hospitals rely tremendously on the ability to record time accurately throughout every department. All charts, reports, and recorded procedures require consistent time notations. Dispensing medication, documenting patient files, obtaining lab test results, and monitoring of surgical procedures, all can have tremendous legal consequences if the correct time in which these medical activities performed, is not correct. Can your facility really afford to take such a gamble? Well, now you don’t have to.

The KRONOsync Wireless Synchronized Time System has you covered.

See How:

• Consistent time accuracy for logging medications, emergency procedures and medical records
• Minimized legal exposure
• Reduced billing and insurance disputes
• Synchronization of wall clocks with medical instrumentation
• Control outpatient and visiting activities
• Time and money saved for maintenance personnel

College/University

Colleges and Universities focus on creating a campus environment in which to instill academic excellence. As a result, it is more challenging than ever to effectively meet the numerous schedule needs of students and administrators. This is evident by involvement in so many classes, lectures, recreational activities, meetings, work, etc... With multiple sources of time, such as watches, battery clocks, hard wired clocks, cell phones and computers all scattered across wide-spread campuses, it becomes extremely difficult to determine and effectively utilize the most accurate and reliable timekeeping device.

The KRONOsync Wireless Synchronized Time System will provide the answer.

See How:

• One unified source of synchronized time
• Improve learning environment
• Ease and flexibility to expand system
• Costs and maintenance reduced
Why the **KRONOsync** Clock System from **Innovation Wireless** is the correct choice for providing **Accurate, Reliable Synchronized Time** throughout all types of facilities.

- Enhanced technological design and sophistication packed into a small, light and durable unit, requiring very limited space.
- No outside roof mounted antenna is necessary, saving time and money.
- Easy to use feature functionality, allowing quick, simple “Plug and Play” set up and operation.
- Our 467MHz Ultra High Frequency (UHF) is optimal for the type of signaling necessary to provide consistent, reliable transmission that easily penetrates various building materials such as metal, steel and concrete throughout your facility.
- Many competing wireless clock systems require time consuming and complicated external installations necessary in providing proper facility coverage. The **KRONOsync** system does not !!! All without compromising the power and transmitted signal strength needed to ensure reliable building penetration and accurate time synchronization.
- All this, at an affordable cost that is lower than other existing systems.